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BROTHERS, Richard. A REVEALED KNOWLEDGE OF THE PROPHECIES
AND TIMES. Book the First. Wrote Under the Direction of THE LORD GOD, And
Published by His Sacred Command; It Being the First Sign of Warning for the Benefit of
All Nations. Containing, with other Great and Remarkable Things, Not Revealed to any
other Person on Earth, the Restoration of the Hebrews to Jerusalem, in the Year 1798;
Under their Revealed Prince and Prophet Richard Brothers.
West-Springfield
[Massachusetts]: Printed by Edward Gray. For Asaph Chilson of Buckland, and
to be sold by said Chilson by the dozen or single, 1797.
[bound with] Richard BROTHERS. A REVEALED KNOWLEDGE OF THE
PROPHECIES AND TIMES, PARTICULARLY OF THE PRESENT TIME, THE
PRESENT WAR, AND THE PROPHECY NOW FULFILLING. The Year of the
World 5913. Book the Second. Containing, with other great and remarkable things, not
revealed to any other person on earth, the sudden and perpetual fall of the Turkish,
German, and Russian Empires. Wrote Under the Direction of THE LORD GOD, and
Published by His Sacred Command; it being a second sign of warning for the benefit of
all nations. By the Man that will be revealed to the Hebrews as their Prince and Prophet.
[publisher's imprint as above]
[bound with] Nathaniel Brassey HALHED. TESTIMONY OF THE AUTHENTICITY OF THE PROPHECIES OF RICHARD BROTHERS, And of His Mission to
Recall the Jews. By Nathaniel Brassey Halhed M.P. AND GOD SAID, "LET THERE BE LIGHT."
[publisher's imprint as above]
16½ cm. 72; 111; 37, [1*], [2]-19 pp. (*separate title page for last portion, A Calculation . . .
[discussed further below, at the end of this entry] on verso (back side) of p. 37, with the
remaining even-numbered pages occurring on rectos). OCLC shows editions of the Revealed
Knowledge volumes beginning in London, 1794, then appearing the following year in Dublin,
Paris (in French), Philadelphia and New London, Connecticut. In 1796, they were printed in
Albany, and in 1797, West Springfield, Massachusetts and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (in German).
Other editions or works by Brothers continued for a few more years in London. Bibliographic
analysis of the multiple listings of Brothers' complex publications, in various reference
compilations and data bases, is challenging. One can state, at least, that many editions of his
prophecies were published. The earliest editions of Halhed's Testimony shown on OCLC were
published in 1795 (London, Dublin, Philadelphia).

IN 1958, Elder Bruce R. McConkie of the Mormon First Council of the Seventy
wrote that,
Since much of Israel has been scattered among the Gentile nations, it follows
that millions of people have mixed blood, blood that is part Israel and part
Gentile. The more of the blood of Israel that an individual has, the easier it is for
him to believe the message of salvation as taught by the authorized agents of the
Lord. This principle is the one our Lord had in mind when he said to certain
Jews: "I am the good shepherd, and know my sheep, and am known of mine. . . .
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but ye believe not, because ye are not of my sheep, as I said unto you. My sheep
hear my voice, and I know them and they follow me." (John 10:14, 26-27.)
[McConkie, 78]

To whatever extent such a situation approaches predestination or divine election,
admissions are made readily, through automatic "adoption" of anyone interested
in being a good Saint, into this privileged – if potentially all-encompassing –
household of Israel.
The theme, however diluted, has persisted with some resolve throughout the
history of Mormonism. "My aged sister," pronounced the Patriarch to the
Church nearly two centuries ago upon the head of my great, great, great
grandmother, ". . . thou hast obeyed the Gospel of thy Saviour, thy name is
written in the Lamb's Book of Life. Thou art of the lineage of Abraham. . . . "
(Joseph Smith Sr. to Abigail Mead McBride, Kirtland, Ohio, June 8, 1836,
Recorded in Book "A," p. 78; family photocopy of the original manuscript [made
prior to donation of the original to the Church] in my possession). My own 1967
blessing was even more specific as to Israelite origins. "Patriarchal blessings,"
wrote Mormon President David O. McKay with his counselors in 1957,
"contemplate an inspired declaration of the lineage of the recipient . . ." (June 28,
1957, letter to all stake presidents quoted in McConkie, 504).

T

that British and other non-Semitic people have the "blood of
Israel" coursing through their veins was by no means original with
Mormonism or Joseph Smith. The basic concept of the gathering of Israel, picked
up in the Book of Mormon, was an important theme of the Bible and other texts
popular in America. The more specific notion of non-Jewish Israelites materializing from Western culture, or the idea of using revelation to identify some
individual's specific tribe, sprang to prominence most dramatically near the end
of the eighteenth century. A short distance from Oliver Cowdery's birthplace in
western Vermont, for example, a divining rod was used in 1801 to inform a
distinguished if unwitting subject from which tribe of Israel he descended; see
MP 155 (Frisbie).
HIS DOCTRINE

A few years earlier, this Anglo-Israel theory had gained attention in America
through the books of Richard Brothers, who claimed similar ancestral origin
revelations for himself and others. Ruth Bloch finds it ". . . puzzling why
Brothers aroused so much interest in America. His Revealed Knowledge ranks as
one of the best sellers of the 1790s," she states. In fact,
It went through at least seven complete editions in the peak year of 1795 alone,
including one in German, and after the excitement had begun to die down in
London it continued through three more in 1796 and 1797. Philadelphia printed
the largest number, but places of publication ranged from Delaware to
Massachusetts and even included such remote locations as Harrisburg,
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Pennsylvania. Works defending Brothers's eschatology by his scholarly disciple
Halhed also appeared in several American editions. . . . selections from Brothers
and Halhed also appeared in many of the popular almanacs of the mid-1790's.
[Bloch, 164-65]

These popular editions must have been read to death, for they are now difficult
to find. The edition examined here was cited by Michael Quinn, who notes that
Brothers' publications ". . . reached such hinterland towns as Hanover, New
Hampshire, where early Mormon leader Hyrum Smith attended school near the
home of his father Joseph Smith, Sr." (Quinn 1998, 14, referring to a Hanover
catalog of books for sale adjacent to Dartmouth College in 1799, Quinn 1998,
371 n. 130). I have also examined an edition in which the publishers' imprint
displayed the widespread dissemination of this work in New York State:
"Albany: Printed and Sold, by Charles R. and George Webster, . . . Also, Sold by
Spencers & Webb, and Steel & Rice, Albany: Wm. W. Wands, Lansingburgh:
A. Stoddard, Hudson: J. Shurtleff, Schenectady: Jacob Dockstader, Johnstown:
and E. Phinney, Cooperstown, 1796." By the time the Book of Mormon appeared
a generation later, Joseph Smith affirmed that he, too, though of pure British extraction, was nonetheless a literal descendant of Joseph of Egypt; see 2 Nephi 3.
RICHARD BROTHERS (December 25, 1757 – January 25, 1824) was a selfproclaimed prophet born in Newfoundland who lived most of his life in
England. He gradually relinquished his military career as
incompatible with a growing
religious enthusiasm:
In 1793 he declared himself the
apostle of a new religion, "the
nephew of the Almighty, and
prince of the Hebrews, appointed to lead them to the
land of Canaan." At the end of
1794 he began to print his interpretations of prophecy, his first
book being A Revealed Knowledge of the Prophecies and Times.
In consequence of prophesying
the death of the king and the
end of the monarchy, he was
arrested for treason in 1795,
and confined as a criminal
lunatic. His case was, however,
brought before parliament by
Nathaniel Halhed, the orientalMormon Parallels: A Bibliographic Source
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ist, a member of the House of Commons, and he was removed to a private asylum
in Islington. Here he wrote a variety of prophetic pamphlets, which gained him
many believers, among them William Sharp, the engraver, who afterwards deserted
him for Joanna Southcott. . . . The supporters of the Anglo-Israelite theory claim
him as the first writer on their side.
[Encyclopædia Britannica eleventh ed. ("Richard Brothers"), which comments in
another article, "Anglo-Israelite Theory": ". . . the contention that the British people
in the United Kingdom, its colonies, and the United States, are the racial
descendants of the 'ten tribes' forming the kingdom of Israel . . . rests on premises
which are deemed by scholars—both theological and anthropological—to be
utterly unsound." (articles unsigned). PORTRAIT ABOVE (not in the edition analyzed
here) bears the following caption: "RICHARD BROTHERS, PRINCE OF THE HEBREWS.
Fully believing this to be the Man whom GOD has appointed.—I engrave his
likeness. WILLIAM SHARP. Published at No. 8, Charles Street, Midd. Hospital, London,
April 16, 1795, by W. Sharp." Courtesy of the Centre for Newfoundland Studies
Archives, Queen Elizabeth II Library, Memorial University of Newfoundland; used
with permission.]

The following parallels, if extensive, are by no means exhaustive. Whether taken
in light of Brothers' revelations to others, his visions, his rewording of scripture
verses, or his supposed prophetic calling itself, these examples may be of interest
to historians of Mormon doctrine and history:
BROTHERS' AUTHORITY
Therefore, having Authority, I proceed through the Scripture, regularly
uncovering, by revealed knowledge as I go, its sacred Records WHICH HAVE
BEEN PRESERVED FOR ME . . . [Book 1, page iv; hereafter cited as l:iv, etc.]
In obedience to the sacred command of the Lord God, whose servant and
prophet I am, I publish this writing, that it may be translated into all languages
. . . [1:5 and 2:8]
In the same manner that a knowledge of the Gospel, and how to preach it, was
revealed to St. Paul, a knowledge of futurity, and those parts of the Scripture I
have constantly mentioned, were revea1ed to me. [2:7; cf. Joseph Smith—
History 1:24-25]

BROTHERS' VISIONS
. . . I was, to prepare for the designation of God, carried up to heaven in a vision,
and saw on my right side . . . in shape of a Dove . . . the Holy Ghost, . . . that
descended on the head of my blessed Saviour, when he came up from being
baptized in the river Jordan; he kept between me and Satan, who was then
revealed that I might witness it, and great power given him to visit the earth.
The Lord God then spoke to me from the middle of a white shining cloud.
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Again I was in a vision . . . I was carried through the city in the Spirit of God to
see all things that . . . should come to pass . . . [1:47-48]
. . . I was in a vision, and being carried up to heaven, the Lord God spoke to me
from the middle of a large white cloud, and said in a strong clear voice—All, All.
I pardon London and all the people in it, for your sake: there is no other man on
earth that could stand before me to ask for so great a thing. [1:49]
I had, similar to the prophet Daniel at Babylon, an attending angel to explain all the
visions . . . [1:45]
Moreover, when I began to write I believed it necessary to adopt the same
language as the Scripture does . . . but God spoke to me in a vision of the night,
and said—Write in the same manner as I always speak to you; write as other
men do; write according to the custom of the country you live in; you will then
be better attended to, and what you write will be more easily understood. [2:3-4.
Compare to 2 Nephi 31:3 and D&C 1:24 (advocating the same plainness of
language, but ironically written in biblical style); for another example, see
MP 482 (Noah Worcester, Bible News), Part II]
. . . when God was communicating by revelation . . . to me, he said, (in plain
words, as one man would speak to another; for it is in that manner all
knowledge of what I write is first revealed to me.) . . . [2:49]
. . . Satan . . . is a spirit, and no man can see him in the open day-light, unless
sanctified by the power of the Holy Ghost, and his eyesight strengthened for the
purpose. [2:66]

A ROD LIKE AARON'S
Brothers claimed that London had been spared thus far, but now Brothers was to
use a rod to start the fulfillment of his prophecies:
(. . . I am to take the rod, which he [God] ordered me to cut in 1792, and throw it
on the ground, when it will be changed into a serpent; to take it in my hand
again, when it will be re-changed to a rod.) The people of London will then
tremble, and all nations will be greatly afraid . . . [2:27-28]

PRIESTHOOD GIVEN TO A LITERAL DESCENDANT OF AARON
[A revelation to JOHN WRIGHT] The Lord God commands me to inform you,
John Wright, that you are of the Hebrews, of the tribe of Levi, descended from
Aaron the high priest, by Phineas, Zadok, and Ezra; for which the covenant to
your forefather, Phineas, of an everlasting priesthood, is renewed, given to you,
to be manifested in you. [2:86; cf. D&C 68:20-21]
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OTHER REVELATIONS GIVEN TO INDIVIDUALS; BLOOD OF ISRAEL:
[A revelation for one MR. PONSONBY] . . . he is, as well as myself, descended from
David, king of Israel. The Countess of Buckinghamshire . . . is likewise . . . the
family she is married into are also of the Hebrews, and are descended from
Joseph . . . There are many families of the same origin as those three I have
named, made known to me by revelation, but I am forbid to mention any of them
at present . . . [1:47]
[A revelation to ISABELLA WAKE] . . . Moreover, I will provide for you . . . In
my [Richard Brothers'] palace you shall always have an apartment . . . [2:54]
[A revelation to CAPT. HANCHETT] . . . therefore his blessing is on you; and by
his promise in the Gospel, your reward is great. Moreover I am commanded to
inform you . . . that although your name is Hanchett, there is John Pitt Earl of
Chatham, Sir Gilbert Elliot, and Charles Gray: you, as well as them, the whole,
as well as myself, are of the Hebrews; branches of my own family, and are
descended from David king of Israel. [2:54-55]
[A revelation mentioning JOHN PITT] . . . God . . . has often said to me since, in
visions and revelations at night, You must be a wall of defence and safety to
many a great man . . . the Lord God reminded me . . . in a voice of great softness
and good nature . . . There is John Pitt . . . You don't know who he is I forgave.
[2:57]
[A revelation to WILLIAM BRYAN] The Lord God commands me to say to you,
William Bryan, that you are of the Hebrews, and of the tribe of Judah; and that
you with John Wright, are appointed, and will be commanded by him, to testify
publicly to the world who I now am . . . [2:91]
[A revelation to GEORGE III] The Lord God commands me to say to you, George
the third, king of England, that immediately on my being revealed, in London, to
the Hebrews as their prince . . . your crown must be delivered up to me . . . the
invisible power of the angel of God, which guards me now, will then become
visible as a flame of fire; the very same that accompanied Moses . . . out of
Egypt. [2:109]
[A revelation to NATHANIEL HALHED] The Lord God commands me to say to
you, Nathaniel Brassey Halhed, that as you are reviled . . . for publishing your
testimony of me . . . you shall, by the expiration of three months, from this day,
have your choice of being either governor general of India, or president of the
board of controul in England . . . [2:110]
[A revelation to CHRISTIANS IN GENERAL, of the blood of Israel] Therefore
comfort yourselves in the knowledge of the promises of God to his servants . . .
professing Christianity, . . . descended from the former Jews in the land of Israel
. . . which were, at different times, led captives into all nations . . . you are the
holy seed, the people and saints of the Most High . . . [2:87]
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HONORS WHICH BROTHERS ASCRIBED TO HIMSELF
. . . MYSELF the man, in whom this great promise of wonderful distinction and
elevation is to be fulfilled. [2:32, Haggai 2:22;] . . . the Lord . . . holds me out now
as the promised signet in his hand to all nations that believe in him . . . [2:33;]
. . . I am to be great, far above any prince on earth, and cannot be destroyed by man
. . . [2:44;] . . . And in that day, seven women shall take hold of one man . . . The
man alluded to by the prophet is myself, and the time of the world is just now
come. [2: 45;] The pre-ordained and designed signet of peace for all nations . . .
[2:55;] . . . I shall, under God, rule all nations under the government of the
Gospel . . . [2:78;] Being, myself, descended from that James, the eldest son of
Mary, by Joseph . . . [2:89;] . . . Myself, who will be the revealed prince of Israel, is
the Michael and the great prince alluded to here [Daniel 12] by the angel
speaking to Daniel . . . [2:93]

BROTHERS LIKE UNTO MOSES (see also the revelation to George III, above):
I am the prophet that will be revealed to the Jews . . . in a similar manner to
Moses in Egypt, but with additional power. [1:56;] . . . myself the man—the
designed prophet, as leader of the Jews, to fulfil a similar character . . . Moses was
but a man, and to a man like himself he alludes; . . . And the Lord said to me . . .
I will raise them up a prophet from among their brethren, like unto thee; and I
will put my words in his mouth . . . [2:72]

BROTHERS AS THE ROD AND ROOT OF JESSE
RICHARD BROTHERS

JOSEPH SMITH

[Isaiah 11:]I. And there shall
come forth a Rod out of the
Stem of Jesse, and a Branch
(meaning myself) shall grow
out of its roots:
[1:15;
Brothers is also the rod itself;
see below]

3 What is the rod spoken of in the first verse of the
11th chapter of Isaiah, that should come of the Stem
of Jesse?
4 Behold, thus saith the Lord: It is a servant in the
hands of Christ, who is partly a descendant of Jesse
as well as of Ephraim, or of the house of Joseph, on
whom there is laid much power. [D&C 113:3-4,
pointedly referenced in the footnotes to Joseph
Smith's calling in D&C 110 :16]

10. And in that day there
shall be a Root of Jesse
(meaning myself) which shall
stand for a Sign to the People
(meaning the Jews) to it shall
the Gentiles seek; and his
Rest (meaning his Government at Jerusalem) shall be
glorious. [1:16]

5 What is the root of Jesse spoken of in the 10th
verse of the 11th chapter?
6 Behold, thus saith the Lord, it is a descendant of
Jesse, as well as of Joseph, unto whom rightly
belongs the priesthood, and the keys of the
kingdom, for an ensign, and for the gathering of my
people in the last days. [D&C 113:5-6; referenced in
the footnotes to Joseph's (and Oliver Cowdery's)
keys received in D&C 110:11; see also D&C 45:9]
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Richard Brothers then comments:
"When I was writing the first edition of this Book for public information, I said
to God . . . I shall be called a false Prophet and every body will say I am
arrogating to myself the place of Christ: for the English and other European
nations . . . have always supposed that the Rod out of the Stem of Jesse alluded to
in this Chapter meant the Lord Jesus Christ: Indeed it does not, but a man
composed of Flesh and Blood like one of themselves, who is to be the greatest
under heaven, and more power given to him from God than ever was—or ever
will be to any other." (1:16)

Compare this to Joseph Smith's account of this specific scripture's importance
within one of his own first visionary experiences:
He called me by name, and said . . . that his name was Moroni; that God had a
work for me to do; and that my name should be had for good and evil among all
nations, kindreds, and tongues, or that it should be both good and evil spoken of
among all people. . . . he quoted the eleventh chapter of Isaiah, saying that it was
about to be fulfilled. [Joseph Smith—History 1:33, 40 (specifically referenced in
the footnotes to Isaiah 11:10 [1-16])]

BIBLE VERSES REWORDED
Like Joseph Smith a generation later, Richard Brothers made a few "inspired"
changes in the wording of biblical passages. After quoting numerous Old Testament verses of prophecy, Brothers makes it clear - albeit indirectly - that he,
himself, is the Elijah that is to come in the last days as prophesied in Malachi.
(1:43-44). He then adds: "The alterations I have made in copying some of the
prophecies, is by the direction and command of the Lord God." (1:44). Moroni
would later also alter Malachi 4:5, but with a different result; see Joseph Smith—
History 1:38.
A few of the changes which Brothers makes in scripture wording are identical to
changes made later by Joseph Smith. However, these are changes of the most
minor kind; they include Daniel 8:12 (1:10); Ezekiel 36:36 (1:32); Zechariah 12:6
(1:42); and I Chronicles 22:7-8,10 (2:5-6). Both Smith and Brothers made slightly
more significant changes to Isaiah 60:22 (1:22); Ephesians 3:2 (2:7); and
Revelation 19:15-16 (2:11), but in different, unrelated ways. In Acts 7:40, both
Joseph Smith and Brothers changed "we wot not" to "we know not" (2:75).
Brothers' mentality is reflected in the following quotes on this subject:
. . . the words which the Lord God spoke to me in a vision . . . —There is no other
man under the whole heaven that I discover the errors of the Bible to, and reveal
a knowledge how to correct them, so that they may be restored as they were in
the beginning . . . [2:3; compare to I Nephi 13:34;] . . . a knowledge of the whole
[Scripture] comes directly to me from the Divine Being. . . . neither can the
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prophecies be truly explained, but by regular instruction from the same Almighty
Being. [2: 26]

SAMPLES OF PROPHECIES BY BROTHERS
. . . the revolution in France, and its consequences, proceeded entirely from the
judgment of God to fulfil this prophecy of Daniel . . . [2:9;] There will great
changes take place in all nations . . . they will be likewise torn by civil wars in
themselves; kingdom will rise against kingdom, and man against man; until
they fight and fall—to rise no more. The sword will destroy very great
multitudes of people by this war, and occasion frightful desolations over the
earth. [2:32; cf. D&C 87;] . . . the restoration of the Jews, in the latter days; and
myself . . . as leader of the Jews . . . [2:80;] . . . the day of destruction . . . will take
place before the commencement of eight months from this day. [2:96; written 26
October 1794]

ANTI-CATHOLICISM
Lengthy passages in the Revealed Knowledge are anti-Catholic, including pages 5967. The following examples are typical: "This Babylon the Great, this mother of
harlots, means Rome . . ." (1:61); ". . . the great whore, (meaning Rome) . . . "
(1:59).

Halhed's TESTIMONY . . .
The final and perhaps most inexplicable production bound into this volume is a
curious Testimony of the Authenticity of the Prophecies of Richard Brothers, written by
a distinguished linguist and Member of Parliament. Nathaniel Brassey HALHED
(1751-1830) . . .
. . . was educated at Harrow, where . . . he made the acquaintance of Sir William
Jones, the famous Orientalist, who induced him to study Arabic. Halhed went
out to India . . . and here . . . translated the Gentoo code from a Persian version of
the original Sanskrit. This translation was published in 1776 under the title A
Code of Gentoo Laws. In 1778 he published a Bengali grammar, to print which he
set up, at Hugli, the first press in India. It is claimed for him that he was the first
writer to call attention to the philological connection of Sanskrit with Persian,
Arabic, Greek and Latin. In 1785 he returned to England, and from 1790-1795
was M.P. for Lymington, Hants. A speech in parliament in defence of Richard
Brothers . . . made it necessary for him to leave the House. He died in London
. . . His collection of Oriental manuscripts was purchased by the British
Museum, and there is an unfinished translation by him of the Mahabharata in the
library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal. [Encyclopædia Britannica eleventh ed.,
"Nathaniel Brassey Halhed," unsigned]
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That the evident discipline and mental faculties of such a scholar could be
obscured utterly in matters of faith should serve as a reminder that
overwhelming brilliance does not always a reasonable logician make. Halhed's
Testimony begins with a revelation given through Brothers, commanding Halhed
("descended from . . . the tribe of Judah, and of the family of David . . .") to
"publish and declare" that the Revealed Knowledge "is from him the Lord God, and
is true." (p.[iii]). Halhed employs highly sophisticated language in this
pamphlet, but uses Brothers' simplicity and lack of pretense or sophistication as a
testimony in his favor, characterizing Brothers' revelations as "replete with
gramatical faults; destitute alike of harmony of arrangement, and elegance of
diction; in the style of a peasent exalting himself above the mightiest of princes
. . ." (p. 10). Halhed then argues for modern-day revelation:
. . . what has never been done, and what never could have been done, but by
direct revelation from God, is to find a key, one and indivisible, that should
apply perfectly and equally well to all the four [beasts in the vision of Daniel] . . .
[p. 13;] He indeed pretends to an immediate and direct inspiration from God.
And I take upon myself to prove . . . that he is really inspired. [p. 14;] Now I do
positively affirm . . . we must . . . admit that Mr. Brothers . . . has received directly
from God himself the key [to understanding the prophecies]. [p. 21]

LIKE UNTO MOSES; BROTHERS' ROD
. . . the life and conduct of the first Moses was a sort of type or pre-determined
pattern for that of the second . . . that the man destined to lead the Jews a second
time to Palestine should be like unto Moses himself. [pp. 33-34]
. . . Mr. Brothers asserts, that, by the command of God himself, he cut a wand in
1792, which is to perform precisely the same miracle with the former wand of
Moses. Nor need we now be astonished or scandalized, when we hear
Mr. Brothers affirm that God speaks to him in plain direct words, as one man
would speak to another, since we know that in this respect Moses was favoured
with a communication exactly similar. [p. 34]

_____________________________________________
A CALCULATION On the Commencement of THE MILLENNIUM, And a Short
Reply to Dr. Horne's Pamphlet Entitled "Sound Argument, dictated by Common
Sense." Together with Cursory Observations on the "AGE OF CREDULITY." By
Nathaniel Brassey Halhed, M.P., to which is added An Original Letter From
Mr. Brothers, to Phillip Stephens, Esq. with his Answer. A Paper is Subjoined, Pointing
Out Those Parts of Mr. Brothers's Prophecies that have been already fulfilled. "Eyes Ye
Have And See Not."
[publisher's imprint as other parts; see collation (as part of the preceding work by Halhed) which
I describe near the beginning of this entry]
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This final portion of Halhed's apology was also issued separately in pamphlet
form. Composed of various defenses, an exhibit, and a chart of prophecies of
Brothers which had already been fulfilled, this relatively innocuous production
omitted the more strident, grandiose, and unbelievable material which appeared
in the Revealed Knowledge and - to a lesser degree - in Halhed's Testimony. It could
thus serve as a mild forerunner of Brothers into homes where the Revealed
Knowledge might otherwise be rejected.
The Revealed Knowledge books were first and foremost a millenarian production.
Halhed's Calculation (pp. 4-5) describes a millennium that would last 360,000
years, to commence in a few months from the time of writing, "on the 19th of
November next [1795], at or about sun-rise, in the latitude of Jerusalem." (p. 5).
On pages 17-19, the reader finds a parallel-column listing of a number of
Brothers' prophecies, with historical data to show that these have been fulfilled.
_________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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